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ABSTRACT 
Human action recognition is one of the most important areas in computer vision. The applications of interest are surveillance, 
sports video analysis, medical science, video indexing and so on. Many recognition methods have been proposed in recent years 
to improve accuracy and processing time. However, there remain a lot of difficulties. A major problem, which makes the task 
challenging is action variability, the same action performed by different people in different ways. Detecting human presence in 
video streams is a fundamental task in many video- processing applications. It demands the extraction of low-level and high-level 
features that represent different human activities. In particular, this work aims to recognize human actions based on structure 
and motion in video streams. In our work, we extract the frames from a video and then construct a spatiotemporal profile which 
reveals the structure of human using Motion Energy Image and a motion profile which gives the motion of action using Motion 
History Image. The classification is done by calculating Hu moments of each Motion Energy Image and Motion History Image, the 
minimum distance is obtained in comparison with the set of moments identifies the actions performed by human in a video. The 
experiments are conducted on Weizmann dataset. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Extracting information from data has received much attention from researchers in computer vision. Some of 

the most interesting topics are detecting, extracting and understanding human activities in video stream. These 

areas include detecting target activities and describing what these activities are. Recognizing human activity in 

video data involves describing the changes in term of both its environment and time. These changes are extracted 

and can be represented by a number of approaches to be used in the recognition process. It is a complicated and 

challenging task as there is no well-defined representation for human activity. 

This work introduces a method for analyzing human activity within a video stream. The goal is to attain 

accuracy i n action recognition based on structure and motion. Its application involved in Surveillance footage, 

User-interfaces, Robotics, Automatic video organization, patient monitoring systems, athletic performance 

analysis etc. Even though this topic has beenstudied for several years, it has some problem in classifying the 

actions performed by human activity. 

 

2 Review of related work: 

Various surveys have done in this area on recognition methodologies and approach based and general 

overview based taxonomies [1][8]. Tracking motion of human and analyzed [2] with and without body structure 

and action recognition from sequence of images. The extension of [2] in development of motion analysis has been 

surveyed by Liang Wang et al [11]. 
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This paper is organized in hierarchical manner which describes issues caused during detection, tracking and 

behavior understanding within human motion analysis system. Wonjun Kim et al [3] proposed the scheme over 

an ordinal measure of accumulated motion in a single query action video without considering whole silhouette of 

human body as in the earlier [7]. 

A set of activities are described using motion template system in [4]. Various methods which employ MHI 

have been proposed in [5] and provide variants and its applications of this method. The combined prompt of MHI 

and MEI proposed in [6] for representation of motion based on optical flow-based directional history and energy 

image templates. To extract the judicial information from given video sequences ling shao et al [9] proposed a 

system using wavelet transform based descriptors for representation and recognition of human action. A 

multiscale representation has been proposed in [10] by comparing the efficiency with Gabor filter and discrete 

wavelet transform which applied prior to dimensionality reduction. It results Gabor has the highest efficiency in 

recognition. The local binary pattern has been used from past ten years and it is widely used for texture 

classification proposed in [12][13][14]. The Correlation filters[15][16] are used in Action Recognition. 

 

3 Proposed work: 

The proposed project should combine three main stages: to detect and extract the human presence in a video 

stream, to represent the activity of the extracted object and finally describe the represented actions. These stages 

use different techniques to solve specific problems and to provide best representing and identifying human activity 

in video sequences. Figure 1 illustrates the different stages, followed by a brief description of each 

 

 
Fig. 1: Steps for human action recognition 

 

3.1 Extraction of Frames: 

The frame access stage is used to convert each video stream into a set of PNG images using a video processing 

technique. These images will be processed in the subsequent stages using various images processing approaches 

in order to extract the required information.  

 

3.2 Action Representation: 

Representing the presence of human objects in each frame involves extracting the structure through Motion 

Energy Image(MEI) and motion through Motion History Image(MHI).  

 

3.2.1 Motion Energy Image (MEI): 

In the proposed system to represent the spatiotemporal features of human actions, we define MEI and it is 

computed by using frame differences. MEI is computed using frame differences as in Equation 1 

             (1) 

where D(x, y, t) = I(x, y, t) − I(x, y, t − 1) and T denotes the total number of frames present in a single action 

video. 

The first and the last stages normally are the starting and ending poses and on many occasions they do not 

carry much discriminative information. The middle stages re evolution of the activity. Having three insufficient. 

This means that at least four stages are needed for discriminative representation and feature extraction. The four 

stages are 
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Fig. 2: MEI Templates for bend 

 

The templates shown in Figure 2 illustrate the MEI templates constructed for the action bend. These middle 

stage templates reveal the evolution of the action. Four such templates are constructed for each video in the 

database which represents the spatiotemporal profile. 

In order to get single fused MEI the templates representing a particular video are fused for further 

classification as shown in Figure 3 

 

 
Fig. 3: Fusion of templates 

 

3.2.2 Motion History Image (MHI): 

MHI is extensively used in action recognition research areas. It provides motion shape information of a video 

to recognize actions. 

To represent how the motion occurs in a video, form a motion- history image (MHI) is computed by using a 

simple replacement and decay operator as in Equation 2 

           (2) 

Where τ is the current timestamp and D is the absolute value of silhouette difference between frames t and t 

– 1. The result will be the scalar- valued image where brighter pixel shows the most recently occurred action. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: MHI for Jacking and One hand Wave Action 
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The Figure 4 shows the MHI computed for a Jacking action and one hand wave Action video 

 

3.3 Classification using 7 Hu Moments: 

For action recognition, regardless of orientation,size and position, feature vectors are computed with the help 

of nonlinear moment invariant functions, using Hu moments. Feature vector is obtained by applying hu moments 

on both the fused MEI template and MHI image of a particular video as shown in Figure 5. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Hu moments of MHI and fused MEI for a video is combined. 

 

3.4 Recognition using Mahalanobis Distance: 

The feature vector generated for each video serves as a descriptor for the video. To recognise the action first 

the distance between the test video descriptor and the trained video descriptors are computed using Mahalanobis 

distance. Pick the nearest one as shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Minmum distance obtained for a test video on comparison with trained video descriptors 

 

3.5 Weizmann Dataset: 

The Weizmann dataset has been used in the proposed system which consists of relatively larger in terms of 

the number of subjects and actions. It includes 90 low-resolution videos from 9 different people, each performing 

10 natural actions. A sample is shown in the Figure 7. 
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Fig. 7: Weizmann Dataset 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

Number of actions taken for Testing = N 

The total classification rate(c) of the proposed system is calculated as follows 

 
The percentage of video giving correct output is 91% and the percentage of video giving wrong output is 9%. 

This proposed method is able to recognize 9 out of 10 actions. 

Although the presented results and the recognition performance have proved that the developed approach has 

successfully achieved its goal, there are some limitations and restrictions that can be solved to obtain best results. 

 

Conclusion: 

The proposed approach was based on the construction of a set of templates for each action as well as on the 

measurement of the motion in each action. Templates were designed so that they capture the structural and motion 

information that is most discriminative among activities. The two features are fused at the recognition stage. 

Recognition is achieved by calculating the similarity between the feature vectors actions. The proposed 

methodology yielded excellent results when applied on the Weizmann database. 

In addition, the project can be extended to identify object activities in a complex background with scale 

variations. 
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